New data on the lepton mixing angle θ13 imply that the eµ element of the matrix mνm † ν , where mν is the neutrino Majorana mass matrix, cannot vanish. This implies a lower limit on lepton flavor violating processes in the eµ sector in a variety of frameworks, including Higgs triplet models or the concept of minimal flavor violation in the lepton sector. We illustrate this for the branching ratio of µ → eγ in the type II seesaw mechanism, in which a Higgs triplet is responsible for neutrino mass and also mediates lepton flavor violation. We also discuss processes like µ → eēe and µ → e conversion in nuclei. Since these processes have sensitivity on the individual entries of mν, their rates can still be vanishingly small.
I. INTRODUCTION
The observation of lepton mixing in the form of neutrino oscillations shows without doubt that there is physics beyond the Standard Model of elementary particles. To be precise, the presence of lepton flavor violation (LFV) has been established. While being wellentrenched in the neutrino sector, the question arises how large LFV in the charged lepton sector is, and how it is connected to the quantities in the neutrino sector. The power of the Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani mechanism [1] in the Standard Model ensures that for instance observation of µ → eγ will be unambiguously a sign of new physics beyond the presence of "only" massive neutrinos. If this new physics is connected to neutrino mixing parameters is an extremely model-dependent question.
In this short note we point out an interesting new implication for scenarios in which LFV is governed by m ν m particular leads to a branching ratio of µ → eγ depending on (m ν m † ν ) eµ . We focus here on the triplet seesaw mechanism, but point out that m ν m † ν governs LFV also in classes of theories in which "minimal flavor violation" in the lepton sector is realized [12] . Minimal flavor violation assumes that Standard Model Yukawa couplings are the only sources of flavor symmetry breaking. This very economical and elegant concept was originally invented for the quark sector [13] , but can be applied to the lepton sector as well [12] , predictions for LFV rates depending however on the explicit operator realization. Also for the supersymmetric triplet seesaw, with a very heavy triplet and universal boundary conditions [14] , consequences of our observation arise, absolute rates depending however on a variety of additional parameters. Another explicit realization of Br(µ → eγ) = f [(m ν m † ν ) eµ ] can be found in [15] ; here neutrinos are Dirac particles within a particular two Higgs Doublet Model. There are presumably many more examples. For definiteness, we consider here only the triplet seesaw, where there are only two free parameters besides the ones governing neutrino oscillations, namely the mass of the triplet and the vacuum expectation value of its neutral component.
The same result for |U e3 | implies that (m ν m † ν ) eτ cannot vanish anymore, and lower limits on τ e LFV processes arise. However, due to the approximate µ-τ symmetry of lepton mixing, it holds that (m ν m † ν ) eτ ∼ (m ν m † ν ) eµ . This implies that rates for τ e LFV processes are of the same order as rates for µe LFV processes. Since future limits on the τ e sector are expected to be less stringent than present constraints on the µe sector, those decay channel are not observable in this framework. This in turn implies that for instance observation of τ → eγ will signal the presence of lepton flavor violation not depending on m ν m † ν . The processes as µ → 3e and µ − e conversion have some dependence on (m ν m † ν ) eµ as well. However, either the contribution of (m ν m † ν ) eµ is suppressed, or cancellations from other contributions can occur. Setting lower limits in the same sense as for µ → eγ is not possible.
The paper is build up as follows: in Section II we quantify the fact that new oscillation data for large |U e3 | imply non-vanishing (m ν m † ν ) eµ . Section III introduces the type II seesaw and relevant expressions for lepton flavor violating processes. A numerical study of the various constraints is performed in Section IV, before we conclude in Section V.
In this section we note the simple yet consequential fact that large |U e3 | implies non-vanishing (m ν m † ν ) eµ . As stated in the introduction, a variety of scenarios and frameworks leads to LFV processes depending on the quantity m ν m † ν . Here m ν is the neutrino mass matrix which is given as
where m i are the three light neutrino masses and U the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) lepton mixing matrix. Its standard parametrization is 
In Eq. (3), δ denotes the Dirac CP-phase, while φ 1 , φ 2 denote two Majorana phases. The quantities c ij and s ij represent cos θ ij and sin θ ij , respectively.
We consider here classes of theories in which LFV is governed by m ν m † ν . Note that this matrix is independent of the Majorana phases and the interesting off-diagonal entries are furthermore independent of the neutrino mass scale (recall that m ν m † ν is the same quantity which appears in the classical Hamiltonian for neutrino oscillations). We plot in Fig. 1 [14, 16, 17] and also recently [18] , and here we wish to focus on the implication of non-vanishing and sizable |U e3 | on |(m ν m † ν ) eµ | and thus on µ → eγ.
In those cases, in which LFV depends on m ν m † ν , the eµ entry is of particular interest, as in the eµ sector the strongest experimental limits on LFV exist, and even stronger limits are to be expected in the near future [19, 20] . The crucial flavor physics quantity is therefore (m ν m † ν ) eµ . One might therefore wonder whether (m ν m † ν ) eµ can vanish in principle. This is indeed possible, and the result for (m ν m † ν ) eµ = 0 is a rather simple formula: 
where the minus (plus) sign is for the normal (inverted) mass ordering and R is the positive ratio of the solar and the atmospheric mass-squared differences (∆m 2 sol and ∆m 2 atm , respectively) 2 . We have also given the implied value of |U e3 | when the best-fit values as well as 1σ and 3σ ranges of the oscillation parameters from Ref. [22] are inserted. The value of |U e3 | for which (m ν m † ν ) eµ vanishes is rather small, being of order 0.014. It has to be compared to the value of |U e3 | = 0.153 +0.039 −0.055 determined by Daya Bay, given in Eq. (1), which is significantly larger. This implies a non-zero lower limit on (m ν m † ν ) eµ , and hence on branching ratios for lepton flavor violating processes in a variety of scenarios. This is the main point of this paper, and we will quantify this for the example of Higgs triplets in the type II seesaw mechanism. Values of the oscillation parameters in the 1σ and 3σ range are given in Table I . Using those values, the explicit range at 1σ and 3σ of (m ν m † ν ) eµ reads:
2 Interestingly, the above condition on |U e3 | requires in addition CP conservation, i.e. δ = 0 and π, respectively. Note that with f = mν m † ν the Jarlskog invariant for leptonic CP violation in neutrino oscillations is proportional to Im(feµfeτ fµτ ) [21] . Hence, the vanishing of an off-diagonal element of mν m † ν implies CP conservation. 
with differences between the normal and inverted ordering not showing up before the second decimal place. Using the recent RENO result [5] would give minimal (maximal) values smaller (larger) by about 0.2 × 10 −4 eV 2 .
In the same spirit, the large value of |U e3 | has implications for LFV in the eτ sector. The condition for (m ν m † ν ) eτ = 0 gives the following result: LFV processes in the τ µ sector also have lower limits, since the relevant flavor quantity (m ν m † ν ) µτ cannot vanish. This was true even before the recent results on U e3 . At leading order, one finds
which is always non-zero. The order of magnitude of (m ν m † ν ) µτ is always larger than the one of (m ν m † ν ) eµ :
We will continue with a study focusing on the decay µ → eγ in the type II seesaw, leaving a more detailed study of other decays and other scenarios for a future study. In general, however, the necessary existence of LFV in the eµ (and eτ sector) adds to the known existence of LFV in the τ µ sector, and guarantees the presence of all three channels. Table I ).
III. NON-VANISHING BRANCHING RATIOS: EXAMPLE OF THE HIGGS TRIPLET
As mentioned before, we focus here on the type II or triplet seesaw mechanism. In this framework neutrino masses are generated by interactions of lepton doublets L α , with α = e, µ, τ , with a weak triplet, hypercharge 2 scalar:
Upon acquiring a vacuum expectation value (VEV) H 0 = v ∆ / √ 2, the neutrino mass matrix for light Majorana neutrinos is
where h αβ are the neutrino Yukawa couplings. The interesting and potentially substantiate part of this mechanism is that the members of the triplet induce LFV with couplings given in terms of Eqs. (9) and (10), i.e. in terms of in principle measurable parameters [16] . These parameters, together with the masses of the triplet members which are in principle accessible at colliders [17] , allow for a scenario that is fully determinable and makes definite predictions for LFV. Let us recapitulate the well-known formulas for the branching ratios [16] . For µ → eγ one has
with M H ±± as the triplet mass and Br(µ → eνν) ≃ 100%. The branching ratio for τ → eγ is given by
where Br(τ → eνν) = 17.82 ± 0.04% [23] . The analogous formula for Br(τ → µγ) depends on (m ν m † ν ) µτ . At this stage, combining Eqs. (11) and (12), we can rewrite Eq. (12) as
In general, as stated earlier, Br(µ → eγ) and Br(τ → eγ) are of the same order of magnitude since (m ν m † ν ) eµ ∼ (m ν m † ν ) eτ due to the approximate µ-τ symmetry of lepton mixing. The current limit on Br(τ → eγ) is 3.3×10 −8 [23] , with a potential improvement to 3.0 × 10 −9 in the SuperB facility [20] , still being way below the current µ → eγ limit. Recall that this was recently improved to [24] Br(µ → eγ) < 2.4 × 10 −12 ,
and future limits to values down to 10 −13 are foreseen [19] . Exact µ − τ symmetry would result in
and thus
Br(τ →eγ)
Br(µ→eγ) ≃ 0.2. In this case a limit on Br(µ → eγ) < 10 −12 would correspond to Br(τ → eγ) < 10 −13 , beyond the reach of upcoming experiments (see Table II ). A careful study including the variation of the oscillation parameters shows that
Br(µ→eγ) ≃ 0.15 − 0.21 (both for 1σ and 3σ), and hence this conclusion remains valid. Thus any evidence of τ → eγ in near future experiment will rule out triplet seesaw models or any model in which m ν m † ν governs LFV. We should remark that µ → 3e is also a very interesting process, being mediated at tree level. The branching ratio for µ → 3e is given by
Unlike µ → eγ, τ → eγ or τ → µγ, the process µ → 3e can yield an experimentally inaccessible branching ratio even with recent θ 13 value and low triplet masses, namely when the ee or eµ elements of the Majorana neutrino mass matrix vanish. In this case, one-loop diagrams can provide the dominant contribution, depending on (m ν m † ν ) eµ , the same flavour quantity that governs µ → eγ. Assuming that the decay is generated by e + e − pair creation from a virtual photon, the following ratio of branching ratio is found:
Thus, Br(µ → eγ) ∼ 10 −12 implies Br(µ → 3e) ∼ 10 −15 .
This illustrates the importance of experiments focusing on dramatic improvement of limits on µ → 3e. We note that two proposals are under discussion, which aim to go down to 10 −16 , one at PSI and one at the MuSIC facility in Osaka. Our finding applies to those possible experiments. However, there may be cancellations of this loop-suppressed m ν m † ν contribution with a small treelevel contribution, so that lower limits on Br(µ → 3e) are not as straightforward as the ones for µ → eγ. Since in addition the projects on µ → 3e are not as advanced as the other LFV search experiments, we will not discuss this issue further, leaving it for further study.
A related remark concerns the supersymmetric type II seesaw case [14] , in which a super-heavy supersymmetric triplet exists at the scale of B − L breaking, and universal boundary conditions for the slepton masses, trilinear couplings and gaugino masses are present. Renormalization group evolution from the Grand Unified scale to the triplet mass generates LFV that depends solely on m ν m † ν . Therefore, µ → 3e depends now also on (m ν m † ν ) eµ , i.e. on the same quantity as the branching ratio of µ → eγ. The relative factor between the two branching ratios is the same as in Eq. (16) . In this case, the decay µ → 3e is guaranteed to happen. To quantify the order of magnitude of the LFV rates one would need to specify the various supersymmetry parameters, which we will not do here.
Finally the µ to e conversion rate in nuclei is given by [26] :
where
µ ) can be obtained from Ref. [27] . The best current limit on the µ − e conversion ratio R(µ → e) is 7 × 10 −13 for 197 79 Au [23] . Future experiments (Mu2e, COMET, using 27 13 Al) [25] are expected to reach a sensitivity of 2 × 10 −17 in the near future. In the far future using 48 22 Ti, the ratio is expected to be probed down to values of 10 −18 [28] . As obvious from Eq. (17), there are two contributions to the process, and it turns out that setting a lower limit on the rate of µ − e conversion is not possible, even with large |U e3 |. While the second contribution in R(µN → eN * ) is the same expression as in µ → eγ and has a lower limit, it can be cancelled by the more complicated first term, which depends in a complicated way on the individual neutrino masses and Majorana phases. In fact, the rate of µ−e conversion under certain assumption, can vanish for certain parameter values, as recently shown in Ref. [18] . We will therefore not study this process anymore and will rather focus on the minimal Br(µ → eγ) as implied by recent data on U e3 .
IV. RESULTS OF NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
Our observation is here that the large observed value of |U e3 | implies that the branching ratio of the decay µ → eγ cannot vanish, and hence a lower limit on its branching ratio arises. We quantify this finding now as a function of the triplet VEV v ∆ and the triplet mass M H ±± . When evaluating the minimal (and maximal) value of µ → eγ, we vary the neutrino oscillation parameters within the ranges given in Table I ; their 1σ and 3σ ranges are from Ref. [22] , and for θ 13 we have considered the 1σ and 3σ ranges from Daya Bay [4] . The three CP phases were also varied in their allowed ranges. We took the current constraints on a large number of LFV processes into account, which are listed in Table II . Moreover, we also considered the case of when all processes obey limits obtainable in future experiments; most of the future limits have been taken from Ref. [20] .
We have studied the variation of the lowest possible branching ratio for µ → eγ with the triplet mass M H ±± for four different triplet VEVs, v ∆ = 0.5 eV, 1.0 eV, 5.0 eV and 10.0 eV. In the course of investigation we have also considered the impact of the absolute neutrino mass scale (m 1 for normal hierarchy and m 3 for inverted hierarchy) for three different values, namely 0.003 eV, 0.05 eV and 0.2 eV. These values are chosen in a fashion that not only they covered the pure normal and inverted hierar- [20, 25] chical (m 1(3) = 0.003 eV) scenarios, but also the quasidegenerate and intermediate cases. While the branching ratio of µ → eγ does not depend on those masses, as well as on the Majorana phases, there is an indirect influence from the limits on the other LFV processes.
It is well understood from Eqs. (11), (12), (15) and (17) that the branching ratios will decrease for larger M H ±± and v ∆ . Consequently, if we ask that the stronger future constraints are obeyed, larger M H ±± and v ∆ are more favorable. Further, with light v ∆ , larger triplet masses are favorable. Of course, for sufficiently large values of triplet mass and VEV, some of these branching ratios will be inaccessible to the ongoing and even to the future experiments. In addition there may arise situations when some of the processes remain unobserved while others have been seen. Such more complicated situations will be discussed elsewhere.
Varying over the oscillation parameters, one expects very similar behavior for the normal and inverted ordering (there are only tiny differences because the indirect constraints from other LFV processes depend on the mass ordering). Therefore, we only plot the normal ordering case in Fig. 2 . As can be seen, with lighter v ∆ = 0.5 and 1.0 eV, the region with lighter triplet mass is excluded by the other LFV constraints. With the present constraints, there exists no allowed region for v ∆ = 0.5 eV and m 1(3) = 0.2 eV. Obviously with heavier triplet mass (M H ±± > 1 TeV), such conclusion no longer remains valid. Nevertheless, scenario with a very heavy triplet has less appealing collider phenomenology. We have noted that throughout all the parameter space µ − e conversion posses the most stringent bounds. With the future constraints, exclusion of the entire region with any values of triplet mass and for v ∆ = 0.5 and 1.0 eV, is solely due to the very stringent future µ − e conversion constraint [25] . As can be seen from Fig. 2 , pushing the branching ratio of µ → eγ down to 10 −13 makes it possible to definitely probe regions of parameter space of v ∆ and M H ±± . Examples are if v ∆ < ∼ 5 eV and M H ±± < ∼ 200 GeV, or when v ∆ < ∼ 1 eV and M H ±± < ∼ 700 GeV. We stress again that before the recent results on large U e3 were obtained this was not possible. The effects of the constraints of the other LFV modes on the minimal value of Br(µ → eγ) can be seen in Fig. 3 . Two implications are resulting when one switches on the other LFV limits: (i) the scale of M H ±± is set to larger values, and (ii) the lower limit on the branching ratio is increased by a moderate amount.
V. SUMMARY
Lepton Flavor Violation (LFV) may be connected directly or indirectly to neutrino oscillation parameters. In 
no − constraints applied this paper we worked in scenarios with presumably the most direct connection, in which the quantity m ν m † ν is responsible for LFV in the charged lepton sector. Minimal flavor violation in the lepton sector, as well as other frameworks and scenarios, has such a feature. We noted that recent results on the lepton mixing parameter U e3 imply that the (m ν m † ν ) eµ cannot vanish. Consequently, lower limits on lepton flavor violation arise, and we have quantified this with the example of µ → eγ in the type II seesaw mechanism, in which a Higgs triplet is responsible for neutrino mass. We stress that many more examples in which our finding applies can be discussed.
We also shortly discussed processes as µ → 3e and µ−e conversion, where (m ν m † ν ) eµ is also of relevance. However, either the contribution of (m ν m † ν ) eµ is suppressed, or cancellations from other contributions can occur. Setting lower limits in the same sense as for µ → eγ is not possible.
While searches for lepton flavor violation do not need further motivation, we feel that our observation closes yet another loophole that would allow LFV to hide, and adds additional interest to study LFV in the eµ sector.
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